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Abstrat

Information extration (IE) addresses the problem of extrating spei� inform-

ation from a olletion of douments. Muh of the previous work on IE from stru-

tured douments, suh as HTML or XML, uses learning tehniques that are based

on strings, suh as �nite automata indution. These methods do not exploit the tree

struture of the douments. A natural way to do this is to indue tree automata,

whih are like �nite state automata but parse trees instead of strings. In this work,

we explore indution of k-testable ranked tree automata from a small set of annot-

ated examples. We desribe three variants whih di�er in the way they generalize

the inferred automaton. Experimental results on a set of benhmark data sets show

that our approah ompares favorably to string-based approahes. However, the

quality of the extration is still suboptimal.

1 Introdution

When searhing for partiular information, one is usually onfronted with two problems.

The �rst one is the seletion of relevant douments and is addressed by information

retrieval; the seond one is the extration of spei� information from douments and is

addressed by information extration (IE). Traditionally, IE is foussed on the extration

of information from unstrutured texts. It is a major issue at fora suh as the Message

Understanding Conferenes (MUC) and Text REtrieval Conferenes (TREC). For example

a IE task investigated in the Sixth Message Understanding Conferene (MUC-6) [37℄, is
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\Management Suession". Given an artile, the tasks are to extrat the name of the new

ompany oÆers or the old oÆers, the ompany name, and the position title sueeded.

However, besides IE from unstrutured texts, one distinguished also IE from semi-

strutured texts and IE from strutured texts [51℄. The latter have gained importane

with the explosive growth of the World Wide Web (Web) as a medium for disseminating

information and the work on Web information integration [35, 55℄. Indeed, there is an

inreasing need for IE systems that support the extration of information from Web do-

uments. The latter are often stored as HTML and/or XML douments, hene are (semi)

strutured. These douments make use of non-linguisti elements, suh as HTML/XML

tags, and sometimes use ungrammatial language to onvey information. This makes the

methods appropriate for grammatial text mostly unusable and alls for a non-linguisti

approah.

Several query languages supporting the extration of information from Web data have

been developed. Examples are in [5, 57℄. However, their use is time onsuming and

requires nontrivial skill. As argued by several authors [41, 33℄, there is a need for systems

that an learn to extrat information from a few annotated examples. The reason is that

building IE systems manually is not feasible and salable for suh a dynami and diverse

medium as the Web. The problem, also known as wrapper indution, has already been

addressed by several authors. Several mahine learning tehniques for induing wrappers

have been proposed, for instane rule learning algorithms [17℄ or multi-strategy approahes

[18℄. Also grammatial inferene tehniques are used to indue a kind of delimiter-based

patterns [41, 20, 19, 51, 16, 27, 10℄.

These methods onsider the doument as a string. However, strutured douments

suh as HTML and XML douments have a tree struture. Therefore it is natural to

explore the use of tree automata for IE from strutured douments. Indeed, tree automata

are well-established and natural tools for proessing trees [14℄. An advantage of using the

more expressive tree formalism is that the extrated �eld an depend on its strutural

ontext in a doument. A strutural ontext that is lose to the target �eld in the tree

struture of the doument, and at a �xed distane from it, an be arbitrarily far away

and at variable distanes from it in the string representing the doument. This makes

the learning task very diÆult if a string-based approah is used, and results in wrappers

with rather poor performane.

The urrent paper develops a novel wrapper indution method that utilizes the tree

struture of the doument. Aordingly, it uses tree automata as wrappers. Reent work

by Gottlob and Koh [23℄ shows that all existing wrapper languages for strutured dou-

ment IE an be aptured using tree automata. This result provides a strong justi�ation

for the use of tree automata instead of string automata.

We will use the k-testable tree automaton inferene algorithm [46℄, an algorithm for

grammatial inferene that is able to identify in the limit [22℄ any k-testable tree language

(in the strit sense) from positive examples only. Informally, a k-testable tree language

is a language that an be determined just by looking at all the subtrees of length k. The

amount of generalization ourring when learning from the positive examples of the k-

testable tree algorithm is mainly determined by the value of k; it dereases with inreasing

k. It is an algorithm for ranked trees (where the number of hildren of a node is �xed

given the symbol in the node), while douments are unranked trees. The simplest way

to apply the algorithm is to onvert Web douments into (ranked) binary trees. As the

extration is based on some strutural ontext, k must be large enough suh that the
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�eld to be extrated and its strutural ontext are overed in the same subtree. Beause

of the binarisation, the value of k needed for apturing the strutural (or distinguishing)

ontext tends to be rather large. Consequently, the generalization tends to be rather low,

often resulting in rather poor reall [31℄.

To overome this problem, we have experimented with two generalizations of the k-

testable algorithm, namely, the g-testable and gl-testable algorithms. In the g-testable

algorithm [30℄, the generalization is parameterized by l. It onsiders generalizations of

states (whih are trees) where the state labels at the lowest l levels are replaed by

wildards. The gl-algorithm, whih is introdued in this paper, onsiders another gener-

alization and uses the partial order between di�erent generalizations to limit the searh.

Experiments show that these generalizations improve the performane of the indued

wrappers.

Not only does our method exploit the tree struture, it also requires very little user

intervention. The user only has to annotate the �eld to be extrated in a few represent-

ative examples. Previous approahes require substantially more user intervention suh

as splitting the doument in small fragments, and seleting some of them for use as a

training example [51℄; or the manual spei�ation of the length of a window for the pre�x,

suÆx and target fragments [20, 19℄, and of the speial tokens or landmarks suh as \>"

or \;" [19, 41℄. Not all of these parameters an easily be optimized using ross-validation,

as we do with the k and l parameters.

Preliminary versions of parts of this artile appeared in onferene proeedings (k-

testable algorithm [31℄, g-testable algorithm [30℄).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 provides some bakground on

tree automata and their use for IE. Setion 3 desribes our methodology, the k-testable

algorithm and its generalisations: the g-testable and gl-testable algorithms. Experimental

setting and results are desribed in Setion 4 and related work in Setion 5. In Setion 6

we onlude by summarizing the ontributions of this paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Grammatial inferene

Grammatial inferene refers to the proess of learning rules from a set of labeled ex-

amples. It belongs to a lass of indutive inferene problems [2℄ in whih the target

domain is a formal language (a set of strings over some alphabet �) and the hypothesis

spae is a family of grammars. It is also often referred to as automata indution, gram-

mar indution, or automati language aquisition. It is a well-established researh �eld in

AI that goes bak to Gold's work [22℄. The inferene proess aims at �nding a minimum

automaton (the anonial automaton) that is ompatible with the examples. The ompat-

ibility with the examples depends on the applied quality riterion. Quality riteria that

are generally used are exat learning in the limit of Gold [22℄, query learning of Angluin

[1℄ and probably approximately orret (PAC) learning of Valiant [53℄. There is a large

body of work on grammatial inferene, inluding some exellent surveys [38, 49, 44℄.

In regular grammar inferene, we have a �nite alphabet � and a regular language

L � �

�

. Given a set of examples that are in the language (S

+

) and a (possibly empty) set

of examples not in the language (S

�

), the task is to infer a deterministi �nite automaton
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(DFA) A that aepts the examples in S

+

and rejets the examples in S

�

.

2.2 Tree automata

Assume given a �nite set V of labels, eah with an assoiated rank (or

a

b

a

 



arity; a natural number). Trees labeled by V are formally de�ned as terms

over V , as follows: a label of rank 0 (f=0 or just f) is a tree; and if f=n is a

label of rank n > 0 and t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are trees, then f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) is a tree. For

example the term a(b(a(; )); ) with a=2; b=1; =0 2 V , represents the tree

on the left.

A deterministi tree automaton (DTA) M is a quadruple (V;Q;�; F ),

where V is a set of ranked labels, Q is a �nite set of states, F � Q is a set of

�nal (aepting) states, and � :

S

k

V

k

� Q

k

! Q is the transition funtion.

Here, V

k

denotes the subset of V of labels of rank k. For example, (v; q

1

; : : : ; q

k

) ! q,

where v=k 2 V

k

and q; q

i

2 Q, represents a transition.

A DTA proesses trees bottom up. Given a leaf labeled v=0 and a transition (v)! q,

the state q is assigned to it. Given a node labeled v=k with hildren in state q

1

; : : : ; q

k

and a transition (v; q

1

; : : : ; q

k

) ! q, the state q is assigned to it. We say that a tree is

aepted if the state assigned to its root is aepting, i.e., belongs to F .

Grammatial inferene an be generalized from string languages to tree languages.

Rather than a set of strings over an alphabet � given as example, we are now given a

set of trees over a ranked alphabet V . Rather than inferring a standard �nite automaton

ompatible with the string examples, we now want to infer a ompatible tree automaton.

Tree automata are the natural generalisation of string automata. Typially algorithms

for tree automata indution are developed by upgrading the existing algorithms for string

automata indution (e.g., [46, 48℄).

2.3 Information extration by grammatial inferene

If we model strutured douments as trees over some ranked alphabet V as above, an IE

task an be redued to a grammatial inferene task (as noted by Freitag [16℄). Spei�ally,

suppose the IE task onsists of seleting ertain nodes from a tree. We are given a set of

examples, eah onsisting of a tree and a seleted node. By adding for eah label v 2 V

a new label (v; x), where x is a new \target" symbol, we an represent suh examples as

trees over the new alphabet V

0

= V [ (V � fxg), where the label of preisely one node,

namely the seleted one, is in V � fxg, and the other labels are in V as before.

We an now try to infer a grammar for the obtained set of example trees, produing

a DTA M over V

0

. If suessful, we an use M to perform the original IE task simply

by seleting eah node, one by one, relabeling it to (v; x) if its original label is v, and

verifying whether M aepts the thus relabeled tree. If so, the seleted node is extrated.

In what follows, we will fous on appliations where only leaf nodes are to be extrated.

These nodes are text nodes; unseen douments likely inlude unseen text nodes. As

explained below, to obtain a suÆiently general wrapper, they are generalized into a �xed

known label (CDATA). It implies the v in the pair (v; x) arries no useful information.

Hene we an simplify the setting a bit by labeling seleted nodes simply by the target

symbol x instead of (v; x) and the new alphabet V

0

then simply beomes V [ fxg.
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3 Approah and algorithms

Strutured douments in HTML, or, more generally, XML format, an be readily repres-

ented as trees, where internal nodes represent the elements, and are labeled by tags, and

leaf nodes represent the text ontent. Before we an use grammatial inferene to perform

IE on suh trees, as desribed above, we must deal with two issues:

1. How do we deal with text ontent? A node of the tree ontains one symbol, whih

in the ontext of HTML or XML douments an be any piee of text. We annot

have a separate symbol for any text, that would yield an in�nite alphabet and overly

spei� automata.

2. Tags are not ranked. Reall that in a ranked tree, any node with a given symbol

(in this ase, a given HTML or XML tag) always has the same number of hildren.

But in HTML, for example, an <ul> element an have an arbitrary number of <li>

subelements, and more generally, in XML douments, there is no bound on the

number of subelements an element an have.

In the next two subsetions, we will deal with these two issues. After that, we sum-

marize our general approah. Finally, we introdue the various onrete grammatial

inferene algorithms we will use for IE from strutured douments.

3.1 Preproessing

Figure 1 shows a simpli�ed view of a represent-

Figure 1: An example of a HTML

doument.

ative doument. (The real douments, as used in

the experiments by us and the other authors, are

more omplex.) In this doument, the �elds to be

extrated are the �elds following the `Alt. Name'

and `Organization' �elds. A doument onsists of

a variable number of reords. As we an see, in

eah reord the number of ourrenes of the �elds

to be extrated is also variable (from zero to several

ourrenes). Also the position where they our

is not �xed. There is evidene that extrating this

kind of information is a diÆult task [26, 40℄.

An important issue is how to deal with the vari-

ous text nodes in the doument. Treating every

piee of text as a distint label is unaeptable as

it results in overly spei� automata. Labeling all

text nodes (exept the node to be extrated, whih

is labeled x) by some �xed label CDATA, as in XML

DTD's [56℄, is also unaeptable, as this results in

overly general automata. Indeed, onsider Figure 2 whih shows a fragment of a doument

tree that ould originate from the doument shown in Figure 1.

Suppose the target �eld x is always preeded by a �eld labeled Organization. If the

labels Provider and Organization are both replaed by CDATA then any automaton that
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root

tr

td
td

Provider

td

b

att global servies

td

tr

td

tr

td
td

Organization

td

b

x

td

Figure 2: A fragment of a HTML tree for the doument in Figure 1.

extrats the x node will likely also extrat the att node when it is replaed by x. Hene we

should not replae the �eld Organization by CDATA. Fields suh as Organization and

Alt.Name are alled distinguishing ontexts (or strutural ontext). Roughly speaking, a

distinguishing ontext is the text ontent of a tree node that is useful for the identi�ation

of the �eld of interest. However, not every �eld of interest has a unique distinguishing

ontext.

In our experiments, we onsistently used the following automati proedure to de-

termine the distinguishing ontext. We look for the invariant text label that is nearest

to the �eld of interest and ours at the same distane from the �eld of interest in all

examples. For example, the text `Organization:' is an invariant text label that is nearest

to the organization name in the HTML doument of Figure 1. If no suh text is found,

no ontext is used and all text is turned into CDATA. If there are several possibilities,

one is hosen at random. As distane measure, we use the length of the shortest path in

the doument tree (for example, the distane of a node to its parent is one; to its sibling,

two; to its unle, three).

3.2 Conversion to ranked trees

Existing tree automata inferene algorithms expet ranked trees. The simplest way to

apply them on HTML or XML douments, whih are unranked trees, is to transform the

latter into ranked (binary) trees. This is the approah that we follow in this paper.

Using the symbol T to denote unranked trees and F to denote a sequene of unranked

trees (a forest), the following grammar de�nes unranked trees:

T ::= a(F ), a 2 V F ::= �

F ::= T; F

One an think for several ways of representing an unranked tree by a ranked one.

For example, one ould replae the hildren of a node by a list of nodes. The unranked

tree on the left of Figure 3 would then be enoded as a([b; ([a℄); d℄), the seond tree in

Figure 3. However this has the drawbak of introduing extra symbols (the list onstrutor

and the empty list) and of inreasing the distane between eah pair of nodes. Given

that extration is to be based on the loal ontext of nodes, this is a serious drawbak.

Obviously, it is not possible to preserve all distanes. We opt for a transformation that

preserves the distane between a node and all its siblings and between a node and its �rst
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a

b


a

d

=) a

.

b .



.

a [℄

.

d [℄

=) a

b



a d

=) a

left

b

right



a d

Figure 3: An unranked tree (left) and its representation using lists, as a ranked binary

tree without list onstrutors, and using the enode

f

funtion (right).

hild. Suh a transformation an be formally de�ned with the following reursive funtion

enode (with enode

f

for the enoding of forests):

enode(T )

def

= enode

f

(T )

enode

f

(F )

def

=

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

a if F = a(�)

a

right

(enode

f

(F

2

)) if F = a(�); F

2

a

left

(enode

f

(F

1

)) if F = a(F

1

)

a(enode

f

(F

1

); enode

f

(F

2

)) if F = a(F

1

); F2

As an be seen in Figure 3, the �rst hild of a node v in an unranked tree T is enoded

as the left hild of the orresponding node v

0

of T

0

, the binary enoding of T , while the

right sibling of a node v in tree T is enoded as the right hild of v

0

in T

0

. To distinguish

between a node with one left hild and a node with one right hild, the node is annotated

with left and right respetively. For example, the unranked tree a(b; (a); d) is enoded

into the binary tree a

left

(b

right

((a; d))) as shown in the �gure. Note that the binary tree

has exatly the same number of nodes as the original tree.

As mentioned above, we an now diretly use the tree automata inferene algorithms

that have been proposed in the literature [21, 46, 7, 3℄. In this paper we explore the ap-

pliation of the k-testable algorithm [21, 46℄. We hoose the k-testable algorithm beause

it requires fewer examples than the other tree-based algorithms, and hene less e�ort from

the user (who needs to provide these labeled examples). A drawbak of onverting an

unranked tree to a binary tree is that the distane between the distinguishing ontext

and the target node an inrease. A so far less explored alternative is to work diretly

with unranked trees. Unranked tree automata [43, 52℄ have transition rules of the form

(v; e)! q, where e is a regular expression that desribes a sequene of states. A �rst step

towards using them for information extration has reently been made [29℄.

3.3 Approah

Our approah for information extration has the following harateristis:
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� Strings stored at the nodes are treated as a whole. If extrated, the whole node is

returned. For example, our method is able to extrat the whole node \att global

servies" in Figure 2, but is not able to extrat the substring \att" only.

� One automaton is learned for one type of �eld to be extrated, e.g., the �eld following

\Organization" in Figure 2.

� In the examples used during learning, one target �eld is replaed by x. When a

doument ontains several �elds of the same type, then several examples are reated

from it, one for eah ourrene of the target �eld.

One harateristi of our tree automata wrappers is that they do single-slot (or single-

�eld) extration. A single-slot IE system extrats isolated fats from the text, while

a multi-slot IE system groups the related extrated �elds together into orretly ordered

multi-slot fats. A group of related extrated �elds is ommonly alled a ase frame. There

are some domains where multi-slot extration is a neessity. For example, a webpage may

ontain a list of house addresses with their orresponding pries. Unless the address and

the prie are ombined in a pair, the extrated information is rather useless beause we

do not know whih prie should be the orret attribute for a partiular address.

Multi-slot extration an be ahieved by extrating also the loation of the extrated

�elds. Knowing the loations, one an ombine the extrated �elds into the orret tuples.

This simple post-proessing method works reasonably well for strutured douments suh

as HTML/XML douments, sine the order of the �elds in a ase frame typially follows

the order of their position in the doument. However, we did not ollet the extrated

�elds in a ase frame in our experiments.

The learning proedure is as follows:

1. Replae in the examples the target �eld by \x", the distinguishing ontext (if

present) by \tx" and all other text �elds by CDATA.

2. Convert the example trees to binary trees.

3. Run a tree automaton inferene algorithm on the examples and return the inferred

automaton.

The extration proedure is as follows:

1. Replae the distinguishing ontext (if present) by \tx" and all other text �elds by

CDATA.

2. Convert the tree to a binary tree.

3. Repeat for all CDATA nodes:

� Replae the label of one CDATA node by the speial label 'x'.

� Run the inferred tree automaton.

� If the tree is aepted by the automaton, then extrat the original text of the

node labeled with x.

The automaton an sueed for zero, one or more text nodes. The text nodes for whih

it sueeds are the extrated �elds. Only the �rst step of the learning proedure requires

user intervention. The seond step of the learning proedure and the whole extration

proedure are done automatially. The above proedures are repeated for eah �eld of
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interest in the dataset. If one wants to do a novel extration task on a novel dataset, then

the learning proedure above has to be done for this novel task. That is, the user should

mark the �elds of interest and distinguishing ontext if they exist, then run the learning

algorithm on the novel data.

3.4 Tree automaton inferene algorithms

The k-testable algorithm is a basi tree automaton inferene algorithm. As we will see in

Setion 4, the algorithm is preise, but is sometimes too spei�, as indiated by the low

reall. Hene we develop two generalisation algorithms: g-testable and gl-testable. We

start with some de�nitions.

3.4.1 De�nitions

The basi idea underlying k-testable languages is that a language is de�ned by a set of

small fragments (of size at most k). Any struture built from only those fragments is an

element of the language. To learn suh a language, one simply extrats all the fragments of

size at most k from the positive examples. An unseen example is lassi�ed as a member of

a given language if and only if its set of fragments is a subset of the fragments representing

the language.

In the ase of k-testable tree languages, the fragments are tree strutured, and we

divide them into roots, forks and subtrees, depending on whether they our at the top

of the example trees (roots), at the bottom (subtrees), or anywhere (forks). To de�ne

them formally, we �rst introdue the notion of height of a tree: height(t) is the number

of nodes on the longest path from the root.

The k-root r

k

(t) of a tree t is the tree of height at most k obtained from t by utting

o� branhes longer than k:

r

k

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) =

�

v if k = 1

v(r

k�1

(t

1

); : : : ; r

k�1

(t

m

)) if k > 1

(1)

The set f

k

(t) of k-forks is the set of all trees of height k obtained from t by taking all

subtrees of height at least k and utting o� branhes longer than k:

f

k

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) =

�

; if height(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) < k

S

m

j=1

f

k

(t

j

) [ fr

k

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

))g otherwise

(2)

Finally, the set s

k

(t) of k-subtrees is the set of all subtrees at the bottom of t of height

at most k:

s

k

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) =

m

[

j=1

s

k

(t

j

) [

�

; if height(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) > k

v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) otherwise

(3)

Note that the k-root and the k-subtrees have height at most k, and that the k-forks

have height exatly k. An example is shown in Figure 4.

The level of a node is de�ned as the number of edges on the path from the node to the

root. The skeleton of tree t, skeleton(t), is de�ned as t with all of its labels, exept the root

label, hanged to a wildard �. For example, skeleton(a(b(d); (e; f))) = a(�(�); �(�; �)).

A partition of a set S is a set of disjoint nonempty subsets of S (alled lasses) suh that

the union of the subsets is S. The hildren of a tree v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) are t

1

; : : : ; t

m

. A tree t

overs a tree t

0

if t

0

an be derived from t by replaing some of the wildards in t.
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The tree and its 2-root: a

b

a

b x



a

b 

Its 2-forks: a

b 

b

a

a

b x

Its 2-subtrees: a

b x

b x 

Figure 4: A tree a(b(a(b; x)); ), its 2-root, 2-forks and 2-subtrees.

3.4.2 The k-testable algorithm

The k-testable algorithm [46℄ is parameterized by a natural number k; its name omes

from the notion of a \k-testable tree language". Informally, a tree language (set of trees)

is k-testable if membership of a tree in the language an be determined just by looking

at its (k � 1)-root, k-forks, and (k � 1)-subtrees. The k-testable algorithm is apable

of identifying in the limit any k-testable tree language from positive examples only. We

have seleted it beause the information to be extrated typially has a loally testable

harater. Intuitively, given an example, the right value of k is the minimal value that

ensures that the target x and the distinguishing ontext are in the same fork.

The hoie of k is performed automatially using ross-validation, hoosing the smallest

k giving the best results. Our ross-validation approah takes randomly one half of the

dataset for training and uses the rest for testing. First alulating a sore for k = 2,

the value for k is inreased until the sore shows a derease. The least k-value giving a

maximal sore is then seleted as the best value. As argued in Setion 4, the F1-sore

used to measure the quality of the extration �rst inreases and then dereases, hene the

seleted k is indeed the optimal one.

The proedure to learn the tree automaton [46℄ is shown in Algorithm 1. Essentially,

the automaton is an eÆient proedure to hek whether a tree ontains only fragments

that ourred in the training examples. The algorithm uses the (k� 1)-roots, k-forks and

(k � 1)-subtrees ourring in the examples to derive states and transitions.

The �nal state FS of the automaton is the (k�1)-root of the tree. The set of states Q

is the union of the (k�1)-subtrees (S), the (k�1)-forks (omputed as the (k�1)-roots of

the k-forks F) and the (k� 1)-roots (whih are a subset of the (k� 1)-forks). Using trees

as states ensures that the state assoiated with a node not only depends on its label, but

also on the states of the hildren. Finally, there is a transition for eah (k � 1)-subtree

(the state of the node at the root of the subtree is the subtree itself) and a transition for

eah k-fork (the state of the node at the root of the fork is the (k � 1)-root of the fork).
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Algorithm 1 k-testable

Input: A set T of positive examples (ranked trees over V ) and a positive integer k.

Output: A tree automaton (V;Q;�; FS).

1: F :=

S

ff

k

(t) j t 2 Tg

2: S :=

S

fs

k�1

(t) j t 2 Tg

3: FS := fr

k�1

(t) j t 2 Tg

4: Q := S [ FS [ fr

k�1

(f) j f 2 Fg

5: � := f(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)! v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) j v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 Sg

6: � := � [ f(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)! r

k�1

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) j v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 Fg

f : a

b 

d e

gen(f; 1) : a

� �

� �

gen(f; 2) : a

b 

� �

Figure 5: Generalizing a fork.

It was observed that it was diÆult to obtain optimal results. For small k, too many

targets are extrated. Inreasing k eliminates false positives but also true positives as

the generalization tends to be insuÆient for large k. Therefore, two (ad-ho) variants

where developed that generalize better for large k. Their development was motivated

by the intuition that the forks that ontribute to the reognition of the target are lose

to it while forks further away are merely ontributing to reognizing that the doument

belongs to the lass ontaining targets. As it is assumed that all douments belong to

the right lass, the latter is not part of the extration task. Moreover, learning the lass

tends to require more examples than learning the target, hene one an better generalize

the forks mainly ontributing to the reognition of the lass.

3.4.3 The g-testable algorithm

The basi idea of the g-testable algorithm is to generalize the transitions originating from

forks that are not important for the reognition of the target. Important forks are those

that ontain the target label x as they belong to the loal ontext of the target. In

Algorithm 2, they are olleted in the set T F (target forks), the other ones in the set OF

(other forks). The generalisation is parameterised by a level l that measures the distane

to the root. It replaes the label of a node by a wildard when its distane to the root is

at least l; hene generalisation inreases with dereasing l. The algorithm uses a funtion

gen(f; l) for this. Figure 5 shows a fork f (left), gen(f; 1) (middle) and gen(f; 2) (right).

To prevent overgeneralisation and to keep the automaton deterministi, we require that

the generalisation of a fork does not interfere with forks lose to the target. Formally, the

ondition is that it does not over any target fork. The value of parameters k and l are

determined by the same ross-validation method as explained above.

The meaning of a generalized fork is the set of all trees that an be obtained by in-

stantiating labels for the wildards. Generalized forks yield transitions with wildards.

For example, with k = 3 and l = 2, the fork gen(f; 2) from the Figure would yield the

transition a(b; (�; �))! a(b; ), whih on a 5-label alphabet V = fa; b; ; d; eg e�etively
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stands for the 5

2

= 25 possible transitions obtained by instantiating labels for the wild-

ards. Similarly, with k = 3 and l = 1, the fork gen(f; 1) from Figure 5 would yield the

transition a(�; �(�; �)) ! a(�; �), whih then stands for 5

4

possible transitions obtained

by instantiating labels for the wildards on the left-hand side of the transition. Sine the

right-hand side stands for the 2-root of the fork, the wildards on the right-hand side are

instantiated in aordane with the left-hand side. Some onrete example instantiations

of the transition are:

� a(b; (d; e))! a(b; )

� a(d; e(b; ))! a(d; e)

� a(a; a(b; b))! a(a; a)

The detailed g-testable proedure is shown in Algorithm 2. F

0

, the set of k-forks,

is divided in T F , the target forks, OF

nogen

, the other forks that annot be generalized

beause the generalisation would interfere with the target forks, and the forks to be

generalised. After generalisation, the latter yield OF

gen

. Together, the three sets make

up the F , the �nal set of forks. The remaining di�erene with the k-testable algorithm

is that the (k � 1)-subtrees of k-forks are expliitly added as states. In the k-testable

algorithm, they were already present as (k� 1)-subtrees or as (k� 1)-roots of other forks.

For generalized k-forks, this is no longer the ase due to the wildards. Note also that with

l = k, the g-testable algorithm will output exatly the same automaton as the k-testable

algorithm as no wildards are introdued.

Algorithm 2 g-testable algorithm

Input: A set T of positive examples, parameters k and l.

Output: A tree automaton (V;Q;�; FS)

1: F

0

:=

S

ff

k

(t) j t 2 Tg

2: T F := ff 2 F

0

j f ontains xg

3: OF

0

:= F

0

� T F

4: OF

nogen

:= ff 2 OF

0

j gen(f; l) overs one of T Fg

5: OF

gen

:= fgen(f; l) j f 2 OF

0

�OF

nogen

g

6: F := T F [ OF

gen

[ OF

nogen

7: S :=

S

fs

k�1

(t) j t 2 Tg

8: FS := fr

k�1

(t) j t 2 Tg

9: Q := S [ FS [ fr

k�1

(f) j f 2 Fg [

S

fs

k�1

(f) j f 2 Fg

10: � := f(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)! v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) j v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 Sg

11: � := � [ f(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)! r

k�1

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) j v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 Fg

3.4.4 The gl-testable algorithm

Like the k-testable algorithm, the gl-testable algorithm has a single parameter k whose

optimal value is determined by the same ross-validation method. Like the g-testable

algorithm, the gl-testable algorithm divides forks in target forks T F and other forks OF

and generalises the other forks. However, the amount of generalisation is not determined

by a seond parameter l, but by a more exhaustive exploration of possible generalisations.
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Cheking whether a (generalized) fork f is overly general is done with a test

overly general(f; T F ; T S). This inludes a over test against the target forks T F as

in the g-testable algorithm but also heks that the hildren of f (whih are also states)

do not over states ontaining the target x. Suh states an originate from subtrees of

height k � 1. These states (target subtrees) are olleted in the set T S whih is the last

argument of the proedure.

To avoid an exhaustive searh over all possible generalisations of a fork, some heuristis

are used. As a �rst heuristi, the other forks are partitioned aording to their skeleton by

means of a proedure partition (not shown). For instane, with OF = fa(d); a(; d); a(b);

a(); a(b; ); a(; d; e)g, partition(OF) = ffa(b); a(); a(d)g; fa(b; ); a(; d)g; fa(; d; e)gg.

Then the proedure pgen (also not shown) omputes a single generalisation of the forks

in the same lass (with the same skeleton): ommon labels are preserved but all other la-

bels are replaed by a wildard �. For instane, pgen(fa(b(); d); a(b(); e); a(b(f); e)g) =

a(b(�); �). If this generalisation is not overly general, it is used as initial value for a searh

of further generalisations. Otherwise, eah fork of the partition is onsidered for gener-

alisation. This further generalisation is performed by the proedure genl (Algorithm 4)

with as inputs a set of target subtrees, a set of target forks (both used to hek against

overgeneralisation) and the set of forks to be generalised. This proedure returns the

most general forks that are allowed by the overgeneralisation hek. It only onsiders

generalisations at the bottommost level (i.e., introduing wildards only for leaves that

are at depth n, with n the height of the tree); this is a heuristi deision inspired by earlier

experimental results.

Consider for instane a fork a(b(d); (e; f)). It has seven possible generalisations for

the labels at the bottommost level. They are partially ordered by the overs relation.

The most spei� ones are a(b(�); (e; f)), a(b(d); (�; f)) and a(b(d); (e; �)) (the ones

tested by gentree when passed the initial fork), the more general ones are a(b(�); (�; f)),

a(b(�); (e; �)) and a(b(d); (�; �)) and a(b(�); (�; �)) is the most general one. The fork

and two of its generalisations are shown below.

t : a

b

d



e f

a

b

d



� f

a

b

�



e �

The detailed gl-testable proedure is shown in Algorithm 3. Lines 1-3 ompute the

forks and split them in OF , the other forks and T F , the target forks. The latter initialize

the F , the �nal set of forks, while the former are partitioned into P (line 5). Besides the

�nal state FS and the (k� 1)-subtrees, the algorithm now omputes also T S, the target

subtrees (line 6). Then eah set C in P is generalized. If pgen(C) is not overly general,

it is further generalized by the genl proedure (line 14), otherwise, all elements of C are

further generalized (line 12). The generalizations are added to the forks F and states and

transitions are omputed as before (lines 17-19). The used heuristis were determined by

experiment.

Example 1 Applying Algorithm 3 on the term of Figure 4 for k = 3, we obtain:

� FS = r

2

(t) = fa(b; )g, OF = fa(b(a); )g, T F = fb(a(b; x))g and S = s

2

(t) =

fa(b; x); b; x; g.
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Algorithm 3 gl-testable

Input: A set T of positive examples and a positive integer k

Output: A tree automaton (V;Q;�; FS)

1: F

0

:=

S

ff

k

(t) j t 2 Tg

2: T F := ff 2 F

0

j f ontains xg

3: OF := F

0

� T F

4: F = T F

5: P = partition(OF)

6: FS := fr

k�1

(t) j t 2 Tg

7: S :=

S

fs

k�1

(t) j t 2 Tg

8: T S = fs 2 S j s ontains x, height(s) = k � 1g

9: for eah C 2 P do

10:  = pgen(C) % andidate generalization

11: if :overly general(; T F ; T S)g then

12: F = F [ genl(T S; T F ; C)

13: else

14: F = F [ genl(T S; T F ; fg)

15: end if

16: end for

17: Q := S [ FS [ fr

k�1

(f) j f 2 Fg [

S

fs

k�1

(f) j f 2 Fg

18: � := f(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)! v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) j v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 Sg

19: � := � [ f(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)! r

k�1

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)) j v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 Fg

Algorithm 4 genl

Input: Sets T S of target subtrees, T S of target forks, and T of trees

Output: A set of trees G (a generalisation of T )

1: G := ;

2: while T 6= ; do

3: selet t from T and remove it

4: C := ft

0

j t

0

is derived from t by replaing one bottommost label 6= � by � and

:overly general(t

0

; T F ; T S)g

5: if C = ; then

6: G := G [ ftg

7: else

8: T := T � ft j t 2 T and t is overed by some  2 Cg

9: T := T [ C

10: end if

11: end while
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� T S = fa(b; x)g

� P = ffa(b(a); )gg

� F = fa(b(�); ); b(a(b; x))g

� Q = fa(b; ); b(a); b(�); a(b; x); b; x; g

� transitions:

� a(b; x) 2 S : (a; b; x)! a(b; x)

� b 2 S : (b)! b

� x 2 S : (x)! x

�  2 S : ()! 

� a(b(�); ) 2 F : (a; b(�); )! a(b; )

� b(a(b; x)) 2 F : (b; a(b; x))! b(a)

Note again that the use of wildards in the representation of the sets F , Q and � in the

example is really just an abbreviation; e.g., when Q ontains b(�), this really means it

ontains the states b(a), b(b), b() and b(x).

4 Experimental Results

We performed two series of experiments. The �rst series fouses on omparing our meth-

ods on existing methods, using benhmark datasets where results for other systems are

available. The seond series tests the performane of our approah on larger datasets;

omparison with other systems is more diÆult there due to greater variation in the tasks

and performane metris used in the literature.

4.1 Test on the benhmark datasets

We evaluated our method on some semi-strutured data sets ommonly used in the IE

researh

1

: a olletion of webpages ontaining people's ontat addresses (the Internet

Address Finder (IAF) database) and a olletion of webpages about stok quotes (the

Quote Server (QS) database). There are 10 example douments in eah of these datasets.

The number of �elds to be extrated is respetively 94 (IAF-organization), 12 (IAF-

alt.name), 24 (QS-date), and 25 (QS-vol). The motivation to hoose these datasets is

as follows. Firstly, they are benhmark datasets that are ommonly used for researh in

information extration, so we an ompare the results of our method diretly with the

results of other methods. Seondly, they are the most diÆult benhmarks we are aware

of that require the extration of a whole node of the doument tree. In fat, one of the

authors in [40℄ has tried to build a handrafted extrator given all available douments

from the QS dataset and ahieved only 88% auray.

We also test the k-testable, g-testable, and gl-testable algorithms on a small and sim-

pli�ed Shakespeare

2

data set. This dataset is a signi�antly redued version of Jon Bosak's

Shakespeare XML dataset, whih an be found from http://www.ibiblio.org/bosak/; its

DTD is shown in Figure 6. In words: an at onsists of a title followed by one or more

senes; a sene onsists of a title followed by one or more speeh ats; a speeh at onsists

of a speaker followed by one or more lines; �nally title, speaker and line are normal strings

of text.

1

Available from http://www.isi.edu/~muslea/RISE/.

2

Available from http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~ml/ie/
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<!ELEMENT ACT (TITLE, SCENE+)>

<!ELEMENT SCENE (TITLE, SPEECH+)>

<!ELEMENT SPEECH (SPEAKER, LINE+)>

<!ELEMENT TITLE (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT SPEAKER (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT LINE (#PCDATA)>

Figure 6: A DTD of the small Shakespeare dataset

We use this dataset to test the expressiveness of our methods. The task is to extrat

the title of the seond sene of every at, in a partiular play. This extration task is very

diÆult for string-based methods even on the simpli�ed data, beause eah sene has a

omplex struture of varying length. We used the simpli�ed Shakespeare dataset beause

our three algorithms above performed very poorly on the full dataset

3

. The latter is a

onsequene of the onversion to ranked trees: an `at' �eld, for instane, an have many

hildren, many of whih preede the seond sene of the at. After the onversion, this

seond sene then ends up very deep in the subtree below the `at' tag, making it very

diÆult to identify using a k-testable automaton. Thus, we expet the simpli�ed data set

to be a good example of a task that is diÆult for string-based wrappers but manageable

for those based on ranked trees. The full Shakespeare dataset is urrently out of reah

for all these methods.

The training and the testing proesses follow the proedures outlined in Setion 3.3.

For evaluating our method, we use riteria that are ommonly used in the information

retrieval researh ommunity. Preision P is the number of orretly extrated objets

divided by the total number of extrations, while reall R is the number of orret ex-

trations divided by the total number of objets present in the answer template. The F1

sore is de�ned as 2PR=(P +R), the harmoni mean of P and R.

4.1.1 Summary of the results

Table 1 shows the results we obtained as well as those obtained by some urrent state-

of-the-art string-based methods: an algorithm based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)

[20℄, the Stalker wrapper indution algorithm [41℄ and BWI [19℄. We also inlude the

results of the k-testable algorithm (as we reported in [31℄) and the g-testable algorithm

(as we reported in [30℄). The results of HMM, Stalker and BWI are adopted from [19℄.

All tests are performed with standard ross-validation performed ten times following the

splits used in [19℄, exept in the small Shakespeare dataset where standard ross-validation

was performed two times only. Eah split has 5 douments for training and 5 for testing.

We refer to the related work setion for a brief desription of the other methods.

Table 1 shows the results of the k-testable, g-testable and gl-testable algorithms for

the optimal k value. More spei�ally, k was optimised with standard ross-validation,

whih is performed ten times, using a separate dataset not used for training and testing.

As an be seen, our methods perform better in most of the test ases than the existing

state-of-the-art string-based methods. The only exeption is the �eld date in the QS

dataset where BWI performs better. Compared to the results of k-testable, the gl-testable

3

Also available from http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~ml/ie/
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algorithm performs better in the IAF-alt.name, IAF-organization and small Shakespeare

data. Compared to the results of g-testable, the gl-testable performs better in the IAF-

alt.name and IAF-organization data but equal in the small Shakespeare data. We shall

disuss these results below.

Table 2 shows the parameters k, (k, l) and k that were used by the k-testable, g-

testable, and gl-testable algorithms respetively to produe the results in Table 1. As

mentioned before, these parameters were optimised using ross-validation. A distinguish-

ing ontext was disovered and used in the datasets IAF-alt.name and IAF-organization.

IAF - alt.name IAF - organization QS - date QS - volume

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

HMM 1.7 90 3.4 16.8 89.7 28.4 36.3 100 53.3 18.4 96.2 30.9

Stalker 100 - - 48.0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

BWI 90.9 43.5 58.8 77.5 45.9 57.7 100 100 100 100 61.9 76.5

k-testable 100 73.9 85 100 57.9 73.3 100 60.5 75.4 100 73.6 84.8

g-testable 100 73.9 85 100 82.6 90.5 100 60.5 75.4 100 73.6 84.8

gl-testable 100 84.8 91.8 100 84.6 91.7 100 60.5 75.4 100 73.6 84.8

Small Shakespeare

P R F1

k-testable 56.2 90 69.2

g-testable 66.7 80 72.7

gl-testable 66.7 80 72.7

Table 1: Comparison of the results

IAF - alt.name IAF - org. QS - date QS - volume Shakespeare

k-testable (k) 4 4 2 5 3

g-testable (k; l) (5,2) (5,2) (3,2) (6,5) (4,2)

gl-testable (k) 4 4 2 6 4

Table 2: Parameters used for the experiments

4.1.2 More detailed disussion of the results

In these datasets some of the best results with the gl-testable algorithm (i.e. in QS-volume

and small Shakespeare data) are obtained with a k value bigger than the value used in

the k-testable algorithm. This means that our goal, performing more generalisation while

using bigger ontexts, is ahieved. Some other best results (i.e., in IAF-alt.name, IAF-

organization and QS-date data) are obtained with using the same k value. These results

indiate that: (1) The wildards are useful for our IE tasks as they an improve the results

of the k-testable algorithm. (2) The two step generalisation, done by the proedure pgen

that generalises all forks in eah partition and by the proedure genl that searhes the

generalisation of the bottommost labels more thoroughly, is useful for our IE tasks. This

is shown by the better results of the gl-testable algorithm ompared to the results of the

g-testable algorithm in the two IAF datasets that are obtained with a smaller value of k.

Despite the improvements of both gl-testable and g-testable algorithms in IAF-alt.name,

IAF-organization and small Shakespeare datasets, they were not able to improve the res-

ults of the k-testable algorithm in the two QS datasets. For the QS-volume data, the
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reason is not lear to us. One explanation is that the result might be optimal for these

learners given a ertain set of training examples. For the QS-date data, the reason is

that the inferred automaton is not general enough, as an be seen in Figure 7. In that

�gure, the reall of the most general automaton inferred (k = 2) is not very high and the

maximum preision is already reahed with k = 2. Thus we annot improve the F1 sore

by inreasing the k.

Figure 7 shows how the F1 sore of the gl-testable algorithm hanges with k. The solid

line is the F1 sore, the dotted line preision and the dashed line reall. In this �gure,

we an learly see the trade-o� between preision and reall. The behavior of the three

tree-based algorithms that we test is quite similar. With small value of k, the preision

of these tree-based methods tend to be low beause the automaton inferred is relatively

general. As the value of k inreases, the preision rises until a ertain value of k where

the maximum preision is reahed. The reall of these tree-based methods behaves the

other way around. At the low value of k, the reall of these tree-based methods tends to

be high. However, as the value of k beomes higher, the reall dereases gradually. As

the harmoni mean of the preision and reall, typially the F1 sore urve starts with a

low value at k = 2, inreases, reahes a maximum and then starts to derease.
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Figure 7: The graphs of F1 sore versus k, for the gl-testable algorithm.

Figure 8 shows the average training time of the k-testable and the gl-testable al-

gorithms for di�erent values of k. Overall, both algorithms show somewhat similar train-

ing time on our datasets. By using a suitable data struture for looking up forks and

subtrees, the k-testable algorithm an be made to run in O(kn) time, where n is the total

size of the examples. A similar upper bound holds for the time omplexity of the g-testable

algorithm. The theoretial running time of the gl-testable algorithm is exponential in the

size of the subtrees, in the worst ase, due to the �ner searh in the generalisation lattie.
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In our experiments, the gl-testable algorithm is still feasible to run if the k value used is

less than 8. The preproessing onsists of parsing, onversion to the binary tree repres-

entation (both proesses take time linear in the size of the doument) and the manual

insertion of the label x. Our prototype implementation was implemented in Prolog and

tested on a Pentium 1.7 Ghz PC. The �gure shows that the atual training time (after

preproessing) needed to infer the automaton is more or less linear in k. One exeption

is the training time of the gl-testable algorithm for IAF-alt.name whih looks non-linear.

The reason is that with k < 6 most andidate generalizations (the result of pgen funtion)

do not su�er from overgeneralisation. Thus only one andidate generalization is input to

the genl. This is also the reason why in this task the gl-testable algorithm is slightly faster

than the k-testable algorithm for k < 6. At k = 6 several andidate generalizations su�er

from overgeneralisation.
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Figure 8: The graphs of training time versus k.

Atually the theoretial training time of the k-testable and the g-testable algorithms

is better than that of BWI [19℄, one of the string-based methods that are used for ompar-

ison. The training time of BWI inreases exponentially with the inrease of the look-ahead

parameter. As reported in [19℄ the IAF-alt.name, IAF-organization and QS-volume data-

sets need a long lookahead. They used lookaheads of 8 beause these tasks need very long

boundary detetors. We annot ompare the atual training time of BWI to ours in these

datasets, as it was not reported.

Figure 9 shows the average extration time per doument of the gl-testable algorithms

for di�erent values of k. The theoretial time omplexity of the extration proedure is

O(n

2

) where n is the number of nodes in the doument. Indeed, the time of a single run

is linear in the number of nodes (using suitable data strutures), while the automaton has

to run for eah replaement of a node by the target symbol x. Just for omparison, the
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extration time of the tree automaton inferred by the k-testable algorithm (not shown

here) is about two times faster than the extration time of the generalised automaton

inferred by the gl-testable algorithm. The reason is that the latter automaton needs

additional time to math the wildards.
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Figure 9: The graph of extration time versus k, for the gl-testable algorithm.

Figure 10 shows the number of states inferred by the k-testable and gl-testable al-

gorithms for di�erent values of k. As we an see from the �gure, the number of states

inferred by the gl-testable algorithm is always smaller than the number of states inferred

by the k-testable algorithm for k > 2. For k = 2, the number of states inferred is equal

as the gl-testable algorithm performs no generalisation in this ase.

4.2 Test on larger datasets

The previous experiments were on benhmark datasets, whih made a more preise om-

parison with other systems possible but did not allow us to explore the limitations of our

approah with respet to, for instane, the size of the database, or the omputational

omplexity of the method.

In this seond series of experiments, we test the gl-testable algorithm on larger data-

sets. For the experiments below we use the Bigbook and the Okra datasets that are also

available online from RISE

4

. In the Bigbook dataset we train the automaton to extrat

the 'name' and 'address' �elds, and in the Okra dataset we train the automaton to extrat

the 'name' and 'email' �elds. The Bigbook and Okra datasets ontains 235 and 252 �les

respetively. The number of the name and address �elds to be extrated from the Bigbook

dataset is 4299 while the number of the name and email �elds in the Okra datasets is

3334.

All experiments in this setion are done with 10-fold ross-validation and the experi-

mental setting is as follows. We divide both datasets in two parts.

The �rst part, onsisting of 10 �les (or douments), is used to test the generalization

ability of the gl-testable algorithm. From these 10 �les we obtain 184 and 120 examples

from the Bigbook and Okra datasets respetively. First we determine for eah extration

4

http://www.isi.edu/~muslea/RISE/.
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Figure 10: The graphs of the number of states versus k.

task the optimal k by ross-validation in one random fold of training and test set. The

best k found is 5 for the tasks in the Bigbook dataset and 4 for the tasks in the Okra

dataset. Then, from the same set of 184 (120) examples, we take randomly ten examples,

then twenty examples, then thirty, and so on, and give them as training examples while

the rest is for testing. This proess is performed ten times for every extration task. We

stop when the indued automaton has an average F1 sore of 98% or better on the test

examples. The fourth olumn of Table 3 shows the number of examples needed for good

generalization. We an see that the number of examples needed to learn a good wrapper

for these datasets is quite small.

k #douments #�elds #examples P R F1

Bigbook-name 5 10 184 40 100 98.7 99.3

Bigbook-address 5 10 184 40 100 99.1 99.5

Okra-name 4 10 120 10 100 100 100

Okra-email 4 10 120 10 100 100 100

Table 3: The number of examples needed for good generalization

In the ten douments of the Bigbook dataset in Table 3, the training time for eah

doument ranges from 0.11 to 0.12 seonds and the average testing time for eah doument

is 11.24 seonds (the average number of nodes in a doument� 513). In the ten douments

of the Okra dataset in Table 3, the training time for eah doument ranges from 0.26 to

0.54 seonds and the testing time for eah doument varies from 0.08 to 38.67 seonds

(the average number of nodes in a doument ranges from 66 to 1299 respetively).
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The seond part of the experiment is to test the quality of the learned automata on

unseen examples. The remaining data in the seond part onsists of 225 (= 235 - 10)

and 242 (= 252 - 10) douments from the Bigbook and Okra datasets respetively. Using

the learned tree automaton from the �rst part of the experiments, we perform extration

on the remaining douments in the data set. Note that none of these douments was

used during the learning. Table 4 shows the results. The results for the Okra-name and

Okra-email datasets are very good onsidering that it used only 10 examples for learning.

However, the results for the Bigbook-name and Bigbook-address datasets are not as good.

The reason is that the tree automaton is sensitive to the small variability in the doument

tree, even after generalization. In the Bigbook data, there is an index in every page that

enables the user to `jump to' the �rst ompany name beginning with a ertain letter. This

index sometimes ontains full links but sometimes only partial links. The variability in

this bottom part of the doument is reating new states that were not seen before by the

tree automaton, ausing failure of the extration task.

k #douments #�elds P R F1

Bigbook-name 5 225 4115 100 70.5 82.7

Bigbook-address 5 225 4115 100 71.7 83.5

Okra-name 4 242 3214 100 97 98.5

Okra-email 4 242 3214 100 97 98.5

Table 4: The test on the rest of the larger datasets

These results annot be ompared rigorously with any results published in the liter-

ature, due to di�erenes in experimental setup. We nevertheless inlude some of those

results, to give some idea of the relative quality of our results.

Hsu and Chang [26℄ list the performane of Stalker, WIEN, and SoftMealy systems on

these datasets as shown in Table 5. Their setup di�ers from ours in that above wrapper

systems extrat 6 �elds from the Okra dataset and 4 �elds from the Bigbook dataset, while

our system was only tested on 2 �elds from eah dataset. Due to other di�erenes in their

setup, what they report as \auray" orresponds to reall in our experiments. In the

Bigbook dataset, Stalker [41℄ ahieves 97% reall with 8 examples, WIEN [32℄ ahieves

100% reall using an average of 15 douments ontaining approximately 274 examples,

and SoftMealy [26℄ ahieves 100% reall given 6 examples. In the Okra dataset, Stalker

ahieves 97% reall with only 1 example, WIEN ahieves 100% reall using an average

of 3.5 douments ontaining approximately 46 examples, and SoftMealy ahieves 100%

reall given 1 example.

Reently [12℄, a novel approah alled WL

2

was ompared to WIEN and Stalker. We

inlude the results of WL

2

on the Bigbook and Okra datasets in Table 5. WL

2

has also

been tested on the IAF and QS datasets and is able to extrat all four tasks in the IAF and

QS datasets with 100% reall. We should note that WL

2

is not string-based or tree-based,

like the other approahes mentioned here, but uses a variety of representations.

This omparison makes lear that the gl-testable algorithm needs more examples to

learn from than the string-based methods we ompare with. This is not unexpeted: our

tree-based methods searh a larger hypothesis spae, looking also for patterns further

away from the �eld to be extrated, whereas the other methods look for patterns that

narrowly enlose this �eld. As our methods onsider more possible hypotheses, they need
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more examples to eliminate the inorret ones. This is an example of the well-known

bias-variane trade-o�: a larger hypothesis spae dereases bias but inreases variane.

Bigbook (4 �elds) Okra (6 �elds)

R #Examples R #Examples

Stalker 97% 8 97% 1

WIEN 100% 274 100% 46

SoftMealy 100% 6 100% 1

WL

2

100% 6 100% 1

gl-testable 71.7% (2 �elds) 40 97% (2 �elds) 10

Table 5: Comparison to the other IE systems on the larger datasets

5 Related work

A lot of methods have been used for IE problems. Many are desribed in [39, 51, 33℄. As

mentioned above, the work on IE an be lassi�ed into three main ategories: IE from

unstrutured texts, IE from semi-strutured texts and IE from strutured texts. Within

eah of these ategories, the work an be further divided into manually built systems and

(semi-)automati systems. Within the domain of extration from strutured douments,

the work on IE an be divided into:

� Manual systems. Examples of manually built systems an be found in [3, 24℄. They

apply knowledge engineering tehniques for building wrappers. Manually building

a wrapper for eah data soure beomes infeasible when onfronted with the variety

of Web soures. A separate area aims at the development of query languages for

HTML/XML, e.g. [5, 57℄. While these query languages are suitable for expressing

omplex extration problem, their use remains time onsuming and requires non-

trivial skill. The advantage over other manual approahes is that they provide the

user with a sophistiated user interfae that simpli�es the wrapper spei�ation

proess as the user neither need the ability to program nor to know the HTML

syntax. Most of the work in this area originated from the database ommunity, other

work originated from the doument and logi programming ommunities. Some

reent systems developed in this area are W4F [47℄, XWrap [36℄, and Lixto [4℄.

Related to this work is the large body of work on Web information integration.

This addresses the problem of integrating heterogeneous data on the Web with

the purpose of allowing users to pose queries to these integrated data. A typial

information integration system onsist of: wrappers that transform data from the

original soures into a form that an be further proessed by the system, a mediator

onsisting of a query planner and an exeution engine, and a user interfae for

entering queries. Some examples of information integration systems are: Tsimmis

[9℄, and Jedi [28℄.

� Semi-automati systems. Our work is situated in the domain of semi-automatially

built systems for IE from strutured douments. Suh systems make use of mahine

learning and data mining tehniques, as well as other algorithms. The proess is
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known as wrapper indution. With the reent attention for the Web, this line of

work has been more popular than the work on manually-built IE system. It an

be noted, that some wrapper indution systems (not ours) are also able to work on

semi-strutured data and even on unstrutured texts.

� Automati systems. We lassify an IE system as an automatially-built system if

the wrapper is built only one and an be used for new extration tasks diretly,

or if wrappers an be built for eah new task using unsupervised training only.

Some examples of the IE systems in this ategory are as follows. WHIRL [11℄ is

a `soft' logi system that inorporates a notion of textual similarity developed in

the information retrieval ommunity. WHIRL has been used to implement some

heuristis that are useful for IE [13℄. Hemnani and Bressan [25℄ proposed a tree

alignment algorithm that are based on two heuristis for extrating multiple reord

Web douments. IEPAD [8℄ is a system that automatially disovers extration

rules for identifying reord boundaries from webpages.

Other work, e.g. [54, 42℄, on Web struture mining aims at �nding strutural similarity

between webpages. It is known as shema disovery and DTD inferene and is di�erent in

nature from ours. They aim at mining the frequent or ommon struture of webpages. The

problem that we are faing goes beyond �nding the ommon struture of Web douments.

We also try to �nd the pattern of the �eld to be extrated inside the ommon doument

struture.

In what follows, we restrit our attention to work on wrapper indution tehniques

that, similar to our work, use mahine learning or data mining tehniques for IE from

strutured texts. We refer to other artiles for reviews of lassial IE and the issues of IE

from unstrutured [6, 15℄ or semi-strutured [39, 51, 33℄ texts.

The term wrapper indution was �rst introdued in [34℄. As mentioned in the intro-

dution, muh work on wrapper indution learns wrappers based on regular expressions.

BWI [19℄ is a boosting approah in whih the weak learner learns a simple regular ex-

pression with high preision but low reall. The HMM approah reported in Table 1

was proposed by Freitag and MCallum [20℄. They learn a hidden Markov model, solv-

ing the problem of estimating probabilities from sparse data using a statistial tehnique

alled shrinkage. This model has been shown to ahieve state-of-the-art performane on a

range of IE tasks. The Stalker algorithm [41℄ indues extration rules that are expressed

as simple landmark grammars. The latter are a lass of �nite automata. Stalker per-

forms hierarhial extration guided by an embedded atalog tree. This tree desribes the

struture of the �elds to be extrated from the douments.

Freitag [16℄ desribes several tehniques based on naive-Bayes, two regular language

inferene algorithms, and their ombinations for IE from unstrutured texts. His results

demonstrate that the ombination of grammatial inferene tehniques with naive-Bayes

improves the preision and auray of the extration. WHISK [51℄ is a system that

learns extration rules with a top-down rule indution tehnique. The extration rules

of WHISK are based on a kind of regular expression patterns. To make the rules more

powerful, WHISK has some built-in semanti lasses and in addition allows for user-

de�ned semanti lasses. A semanti lass is basially a set of terms that are onsidered

to be equivalent. Chidlovskii et al. [10℄ desribe an inremental grammar indution

approah; their language is based on a sublass of deterministi �nite automata that do

not ontain yli patterns. Hsu and Dung's SoftMealy system [27℄ learns separators that
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identify the boundaries of the �elds of interest. These separators are desribed by strings

of �xed height in whih eah symbol is an element of a taxonomy of tokens (with �xed

strings on the lowest level and onepts suh as puntuation or word at higher levels).

Hsu and Chang [26℄ propose two lasses of SoftMealy extrators: single-pass, whih is

biased for tabular douments suh as the QS dataset, and multi-pass, whih is biased for

tagged-list doument suh as the IAF dataset. Although their systems were tested on the

same datasets as ours, their results annot be ompared diretly beause the experimental

setting is di�erent. Their evaluation gives only numbers for reall and uses a di�erent set

of examples.

The above mentioned methods learn string languages while our method learns a more

expressive tree language. Compared to HMMs and BWI our method does not require the

manual spei�ation of the windows height for the pre�x, suÆx and the target fragments.

Compared to Stalker and BWI our method does not require the manual spei�ation of

the speial tokens or landmarks suh as \>" or \;". Compared to SoftMealy extrators

in [26℄ our method is generally appliable to any type of doument formatting without

requiring di�erent lasses of wrappers for di�erent ategories of douments.

Despite the above advantages, our method also has some limitations. A �rst one is

that our method only outputs a whole node. This seems to limit its appliability. For

data-entri douments suh as XML douments, this is not really the ase sine the

data to be extrated is typially a whole node. However, it is true for HTML formatted

douments. One way to broaden the appliability of our method is to perform a two step

extration. A whole node of the tree an be extrated in a �rst step while a seond step

(using other tehniques) an post-proess the seleted information to extrat a part of it.

A seond limitation is that our method works only on strutured douments. Indeed our

method annot be used for text-based IE, and is not intended for it. A third limitation is

that our method is possibly slower (when extrating) than string-based methods beause

it has to parse the doument tree and has to substitute eah node with x when extrating

information from the doument. Despite these limitations, our results suggest that our

method works better in the four strutured domains than the more generally appliable

string-based IE methods.

Some other approahes that exploit the struture of the douments have been pro-

posed. WL

2

[12℄, a logi-based wrapper learner that uses multiple (string, tree, visual,

and geometri) representations of the HTML douments, onsists of one master learner

and several spei� builders that are reated for spei� page formats. The learning

method is an indutive logi programming algorithm similar to FOIL [45℄. In fat, WL

2

is able to extrat all four tasks in the IAF and QS datasets with 100% reall. The work of

WL

2

suggests that indeed using task-spei� doument representation an yield a muh

better performane. Sakamoto et al. [50℄ propose a ertain lass of wrappers that use the

tree struture of HTML douments and propose an algorithm for induing suh wrappers.

They identify a �eld with a path from root to leaf, imposing onditions on eah node in

the path that relate to its label and its relative position among siblings with the same la-

bel (e.g., \2nd hild with label <B>"). Their hypothesis language orresponds to a subset

of tree automata.

Besides the k-testable algorithm proposed in this paper, we have also experimented

with Sakakibara's reversible tree algorithm [48℄. Preliminary results with this algorithm

suggested that it generalises insuÆiently on our data sets. Hene, we did not further

pursue its use.
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6 Conlusion

We have explored indution of ranked tree automata for information extration from Web

douments. Our main �ndings and ontributions are as follows.

We have argued for the use of tree automata, instead of string automata, for wrapper

indution for Web douments. Our main argument is that string based methods annot

exploit the tree struture of these douments. We have onjetured that exploiting this

tree struture should make it easier to orretly extrat information.

Fousing on the indution of ranked tree automata, a subset of tree automata for

whih algorithms have been presented before, we have desribed an approah based on

the existing k-testable algorithm. Several versions of a tree indution algorithm, together

with a preproessing proedure, have been presented.

Experimental results on�rm our onjeture that exploiting the tree struture is often

advantageous: on several benhmark problems, our methods perform better than string-

based methods. But the results also indiate limitations of the approah. First, the

onversion of unranked trees into ranked trees, whih is part of the preproessing phase,

and neessary to apply ranked tree indution algorithms, destroys the tree struture to

some extent. Seond, by onsidering a more global ontext for identi�ation of the �eld

to be extrated (i.e., a subtree of the doument tree, instead of delimiters of the �eld

as string-based methods typially do), the method beomes more sensitive to hanges in

non-relevant parts of the douments, whih auses it to work less well on some data sets.

We have looked only into variants of the k-testable algorithm for indution of ranked

tree automata. Other algorithms are oneivable for indution of ranked tree automata.

However, all of these will su�er from the �rst limitation mentioned above. Instead of

studying other algorithms for indution of ranked tree automata, a more promising dir-

etion is to study algorithms for indution of unranked tree automata. Early results on

the latter, presented in another paper [29℄, on�rm this impression.

Further limitations of the tree automata indution approah in general, are that one

an extrat only a whole node, and only single-�eld extration an be performed. The �rst

limitation an be removed by ombining string-based methods with tree-based methods,

that is, one ould identify a node in the doument tree using a tree automaton, then

extrat the relevant �eld from this node using a string automaton. The seond limitation

is somewhat more diÆult to resolve in a prinipled manner. Both issues need further

researh.

A last diretion that seems interesting to explore is to inorporate probabilisti inform-

ation in the inferene proess; this ould ompensate for the lak of negative examples.
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